
Proposal Preparation 
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PI/Co-PI or SPO and AORs 
can update a submitted 

proposal prior to its deadline 
date and it being assigned to 

a panel or reviewers



Submitted Proposals
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PI/Co-PI select option 
to update from 

dropdown selection 
for proposal



Update Proposal
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Key Proposal 
information 

displays at top 
of screen



Project Description

PI/Co-PI/OAU can view 
original file or choose 

to update it

PI/Co-PI/OAU updates 
the Project Description 
and upon completion, 

receives a confirmation 
message

When file is updated, 
date and timestamp are 

updated too
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Updates Saved for Project Description

PI/Co-PI/OAU sees the 
section update 

message, and updated 
date, timestamp, and 
compliance status for 
any sections that have 

changed

PI/Co-PI/OAU 
select Manage 

Personnel
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Manage Personnel

43



Manage Personnel

PI/Co-PI/OAU  
can search for 
Other Senior 
Personnel by 

NSF ID or email
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Manage Personnel
Selected personnel is 
added to the proposal 

update and confirmation 
message is displayed
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Budget

Budget screen 
truncated for 

display purposes

Budget displays 
the added OSP 

along with 
other 

previously 
submitted 

information, 
which can be 

updated
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Budget Justification

PI/Co-PI/OAU sees the 
submitted file, with date 
and timestamp, and can 

opt to update it

PI/Co-PI/OAU updates 
the Budget Justification 

based on added OSP 
and upon completion, 

receives a confirmation 
message
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Update Proposal
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Proposal Update 
Justification and 
Budget Impact 

Statement



Budget Impact Statement

PI/Co-PI/OAU uploads 
the Budget Impact 

Statement and upon 
completion, receives a 
confirmation message

When file is uploaded, 
date and timestamp are 

displayed too
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Proposal Update Justification
PI/Co-PI/OAU enters 
the Proposal Update 

Justification and 
clicks ‘Save’
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Proposals with Updates Made

PI/Co-PI select 
Allow SPO/AOR 

Access
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Proposal Update Submission by AOR

AOR reviews 
proposal info and 

clicks ‘Next’
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Proposal Update Submittal by AOR

AOR reviews 
and certifies, 

then clicks 
‘Next’
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Proposal Update Submittal by AOR

AOR signs and 
submits the 

update
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